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ABSTRACT
The Mississippi Interior Salt Basin (MISB) is a major negative structural feature
in the interior onshore northeastern Gulf of Mexico. The Cotton Valley Group is an
Upper Jurassic – Lower Cretaceous subsurface siliciclastic unit that has been studied
extensively in the MISB for the last several decades because of its high potential as a
reservoir rock. This study focuses on the Shuler Formation in the Upper Cotton Valley,
which consists of an upper Dorcheat Member, and a lower Shongaloo Member. The
boundary between these units correspond to a transgressive-regressive sequence
boundary, which marks the beginning of a rise in sea level during the Tithonian. By
identifying significant electric-log signatures within the Upper Cotton Valley, these
stratigraphic markers can be classified and correlated across the study area. Stratigraphic
cross sections and isopach maps have been prepared to display changes in thickness of
the Upper Cotton Valley Group. This provides an understanding and comparison of
sediment deposition in the northeastern MISB during the Late Jurassic to Early
Cretaceous time. The primary depositional systems recognized in the study area include
fluvial-deltaic systems, interdeltaic systems, and transgressive barrier bar systems.
Locations of potential stratigraphic traps can be identified by changes in net sand within
the Dorcheat and Shongaloo members and showing sand pinchouts in local cross
sections. This study suggests that most of the potential oil and gas exploration targets in
the northeastern MISB are located in the transgressive barrier sands and distributary
mouth bar sand complexes.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
The Gulf of Mexico is a productive region containing numerous sedimentary
basins that have high potential for hydrocarbon accumulations. The MISB is a westnorthwest to east-southeast trending structural feature approximately 70 miles wide,
spanning across south-central Mississippi from northeastern Louisiana to southwestern
Alabama (Figure 1). This extensional basin is one of the three largest Mesozoic salt
basins on the northern flank of the Gulf Coastal Plain (Thieling and Moody, 1997).
The Mesozoic and Cenozoic strata of the northeastern Gulf of Mexico were
deposited as a seaward-dipping wedge of sediment that accumulated in subsiding basins
on the passive continental margin (Mancini et al., 2012). The Cotton Valley Group is a
Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous age subsurface sedimentary unit that was deposited along
the northern margin of the Gulf of Mexico and spans across southwest and northeast
Texas, southern Arkansas, northern Louisiana, south-central Mississippi, southwest
Alabama, and the Florida panhandle (Swain, 1944). Cotton Valley deposition was the
first major influx of sediment into the ancestral Gulf of Mexico, with major depocenters
located in south-central Mississippi, along the Louisiana-Mississippi border, and in
northeast Texas (Dyman and Condon, 2006). The sandstones of the Cotton Valley Group
are important reservoirs for accumulating oil and gas along the northern flank of the
MISB and have been a reliable source of hydrocarbons for the past several years.
Previous literature is limited and generally inconsistent with the interpretations of
the depositional systems and stratigraphic relationships within the Cotton Valley. This is
partly due to the lack of outcrops and the fact that most of the information being collected
is from well logs, production data, and limited core data. Additionally, most of the well
1

information (cores and seismic), on the Cotton Valley is held by petroleum companies,
which is often confidential and not shared publicly in academic literature.
Knowledge of depositional environments and sedimentary facies is important for
reconstructing the processes and geologic history of a sedimentary environment. For
exploration, it is common for oil deposits to be found in sedimentary beds of deltas.
Deltas are heavily influenced by destructive processes, such as reworking and
redistribution of marine sediments. Deltas require a large, active draining system, stable
tectonic activity, and a large supply of sediment. The Late Jurassic – Early Cretaceous
was a time of stable tectonic activity in the northern Gulf of Mexico,
In areas where most of the Cotton Valley is comprised of sand, one would expect
anticlinal closures and salt wall truncation to be the primary mechanism of trapping
hydrocarbons, whereas the primary mechanism for areas with less sandy intervals
(generally in the downdip direction) are faulting and stratigraphic traps (Walkinshaw,
2017). Although most of the traps in the MISB are salt-related structures, this study
attempts to identify and locate potential targets for stratigraphic traps. Since hydrocarbon
entrapment is directly related to the percentage of sand to shale, identifying significant
changes in percent sand within the Upper Cotton Valley reservoir may indicate locations
of such traps. This study describes the geologic setting and reservoir properties of the
Cotton Valley Group using structure maps, stratigraphic cross sections, isopach thickness
maps, net sand isopach map, oil gravity map, and production maps. Electric wireline logs
and core reports were used to correlate log signatures of sequence boundaries and
producing intervals in the Upper Cotton Valley.
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Figure 1. Index map of the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin (hachured region) in the northern Gulf of Mexico Region
(GADM, 2017; Huffman et al., 2004b; MARIS, 2017)

CHAPTER II – LITERATURE REVIEW
Geologic Setting
The complex geologic history of the Gulf of Mexico basin can be partly
reconstructed through well log interpretation, seismic imaging, and correlation of
lithostratigraphic units across the region. Previous studies provide valuable information
regarding the proposed structural history of the Gulf of Mexico basin and its time of
formation. The Gulf of Mexico is a passive marginal basin that formed from crustal
extension, rifting, and thermal subsidence during the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Eras
(Salvador, 1991a). Most of the Gulf of Mexico Basin is underlain by continental crust
that was stretched during the initial stage of rifting that lasted from the end of the Middle
Jurassic to the Late Jurassic (Salvador, 1991b). These extensional forces created a series
of basement grabens and half grabens that border the northern periphery of the basin that
filled with thick syn-rift sequences of nonmarine clastic sediments. The latest part of the
rifting period resulted in the accumulation of thick salt deposits in subsiding grabens, and
thinner salt deposits over areas of Paleozoic basement highs (Salvador, 1991b).
The period of extensive salt formation was followed by a widespread and
prolonged marine transgression (with smaller regressive episodes) that continued during
the Late Jurassic (Salvador, 1991b). In the northern and northwestern margins of the
basin, nonmarine and fluvial deltaic coarse clastics are present, which reflect the
deposition of sediment from rivers draining the continental interior (Salvador, 1991b).
The distribution of Upper Jurassic terrigenous clastic sediment was primarily affected by
movement of the Middle Jurassic (Bathonian-Callovian) Louann Salt, which produced an
array of structural features in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico Basin. Even though the
2

Early Cretaceous was considered a time of tectonic stability in the Gulf of Mexico region,
differential sedimentary compaction and subsidence during the Late Jurassic allowed
these structural features to influence Early Cretaceous deposition (Mcfarland and Menes,
1991). In Mississippi, the primary structural features are the Jackson Dome, Mississippi
Interior Salt Basin, and the Monroe Uplift (Figure 2). The MISB is limited to the north by
the Pickens-Gilbertown Fault Zone and to the south by the Wiggins Arch (Karges, 1975).
Based on extent and salt characteristics, Karges (1975) believes that the MISB is
probably not related to the Gulf Coast Salt Basin and is more similar and related to the
East Texas and North Louisiana Salt Basins.
Depositional History
These Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous units are grouped as a
tectonostratigraphic megasequence that are bound below by an initial breakup
unconformity and are bound above by an unconformity that marks the termination of sea
floor spreading (Dobson and Buffler, 1997; Marton and Buffler, 1999; Salvador, 1991a;
Todd and Mitchum, 1977; Winker and Buffler, 1988; Wu et al., 1990). During the
earliest Oxfordian, early post-rift continental alluvial, fluvial, wadi, and eolian deposits of
the Norphlet Formation were deposited around the northern and northwestern Gulf
margin, further onlapping the break-up unconformity (Galloway, 2008; Mancini and
Puckett, 2005). Continued transgression onto the stable basin-margin initiated reworking
of the continental deposits of the Norphlet Formation, which was then followed by the
deposition of Smackover carbonates. Smackover lime mudstones accumulated during the
late Oxfordian due to maximum flooding (Mancini and Puckett, 2005).

3

Figure 2. Major structural features in south-central Mississippi and the MISB
(Huffman et al., 2004b; MARIS, 2017; Pitman, 2009; Thompson, 2009; Valentine et al., 2014)

During the Kimmeridgian, small deltaic and flanking shore-zone sediment of the
Haynesville Formation prograded onto the carbonate ramp on the northeastern Gulf
margin (Galloway, 2008). The lithologic changes from carbonate-dominated deposition
to siliciclastic deposition across the entire northern Gulf region during this time suggests
that continental uplift or climatic changes influenced the sediment supply into the basin
(Galloway, 2008). With the reduction in accommodation space and influx of siliciclastic
sediment during the late Kimmeridgian and Tithonian, interbedded marginal shales and
sandstones accumulated into what is known as the Cotton Valley Group.
In general, the Cotton Valley depositional area includes a variety of environments
and levels of tectonism during Jurassic time (Forgotson, 1954). The Late Jurassic
transgression reached its peak during the Tithonian, where an influx of siliciclastic
sediment approximately 300 m thick was deposited in the northern Gulf. This episode of
clastic input and progradation lasted for more than 10 Ma and ended with a brief phase of
carbonate deposition known as the Knowles Limestone (limited distribution – occurrence
in west-central Mississippi) (Galloway, 2008).
Most of the Valanginian stage is marked by an erosional unconformity, which can
be recognized throughout the northern and northeastern parts of the Gulf of Mexico Basin
(Mancini and Puckett, 2005). In this area, Lower Cretaceous (Valanginian) fluvial
sandstone deposits of the Hosston Formation unconformably overlie the Upper Jurassic
(Tithonian) Cotton Valley Group as a result of low stand sea level (Mancini and Puckett,
2005; R.G. and Mitchum, 1975). For years, the sequence boundary between the Hosston
and Cotton Valley was considered the top of the Jurassic, but biostratigraphic markers
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confirmed that the upper portion of the Cotton Valley is not late Jurassic, but Early
Cretaceous (Valanginian) in age (Mancini and Puckett, 2005; R.G. and Mitchum, 1975).
The Early Cretaceous Epoch was a time of tectonic stability in the Gulf of Mexico
region, but contained several positive and negative topographic structures inherited from
the Jurassic and earlier periods (Mcfarland and Menes, 1991). Irregularities in sediment
supply rates and shelf subsidence allowed shallow, clear water marine sediments from the
south to interfinger with thin, carbonate beds, which resulted in the formation of potential
source rocks and stratigraphic traps in the northern Gulf of Mexico (Sydboten and
Bowen, 1987).
Regional Geology and Stratigraphy
The name “Cotton Valley formation” was first used by H.K. Shearer, who
formally proposed and defined the stratigraphic unit for the Cotton Valley field in
Webster Parish, Louisiana, and was initially known for “marine, fossiliferous, dark shale,
limestone, and sandstone lying immediately below the Hosston red beds” (Swain, 1944).
Swain recognized that the Cotton Valley beds were comprised of two units of formational
rank and proposed that the Cotton Valley be raised to the rank of a group that includes
both formations. Previous works have subdivided the Cotton Valley Group into three
informal units being an upper, middle, and lower, but this mostly applies to the western
deltaic region (Sydboten and Bowen, 1987). Others, such Dinkins (1968) and Swain
(1944), subdivided the Cotton Valley Group into upper and lower units. Generally, in the
MISB, a bipartite subdivision of the Cotton Valley Group is recognized. For the purpose
of this study, the Cotton Valley will be divided into an “Upper” Cotton Valley and a
“Lower” Cotton Valley, which can be differentiated by a change in lithology.
6

A simplified stratigraphic column was constructed for Middle Jurassic – Lower
Cretaceous units in Mississippi within the MISB area (Figure 3). The Cotton Valley
Group is a predominantly coarse-clastic section that was deposited during the Late
Jurassic (Tithonian Age) to the Early Cretaceous (Valanginian Age). The contact between
the Cotton Valley Group and the overlying Lower Cretaceous coarse clastic units are
generally sharp and unconformable, except in basinal areas where the boundary between
the two sequences are conformable (Forgotson, 1954; Swain, 1944; Todd and Mitchum,
1977; Weeks, 1938). Using electric logs, the top of the Cotton Valley Group can be
identified as the first occurrence of shale beneath the Hosston gravels. However, this
boundary may be difficult to document because the overlying Hosston gravels and sands
may rest directly upon Cotton Valley sandstones.
Within the Cotton Valley Group, two formations are recognized, which consist of
an upper Schuler Formation and a lower Bossier Formation. Both formations have been
further subdivided into a number of formal members based on lithologic composition,
color, and other physical properties (Coleman and Coleman, 1981; Mann and Thomas,
1964; Swain, 1944). The Shuler Formation is divided into a lower Shongaloo Member
and an upper Dorcheat Member, which are recognized in the eastern Mississippi region,
except for the far downdip regions (Mancini et al., 2002). The Dorcheat member is
composed primarily of pastel, varicolored shales or claystones, siltstones, and very fine
red and white sandstones with a few coarser intervals (Swain, 1944), and beds of thin
limestones in restricted areas (Dinkins et al., 1968). The Shongaloo member is a coarser,
sandier unit consisting of red-white sandstones, dark-red, purple sandy shales, and
limestones in restricted areas (Dinkins et al., 1968). The Shongaloo member is a coarser,
7

Figure 3. Simplified Jurassic and Cretaceous stratigraphic column for the MISB area
(Mancini and Puckett, 2005; Mancini et al., 2003)
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sandier unit consisting of red-white sandstones, dark-red, purple sandy shales, and
conglomerates (Mancini et al., 2002) that grade downdip (basinward) into deltaic
complexes that prograde over an extensive shallow continental shelf (Salvador, 1991b).
Throughout central Mississippi, lower portions of the Shongaloo Member are
characterized by a distinctive pink sandstone facies, which is referred to as a “Pink
Sandstone” facies (Dinkins, 1968). This consists of pink and red fine to coarse-grained
conglomeritic sandstones and minor amounts of white sandstones, shales, and mudstones.
The Dorcheat and Shongaloo Members are typically not distinguished from one
another due to lithologic variations in downdip sections, which can be difficult to identify
on an electric log (Mann and Thomas, 1964). However, this study attempts to define
these members by identifying and correlating log signatures within the Upper Cotton
Valley. Although not used in this study, cores would also help discern these two members
based on their differences in color. However, mudlog reports were used in place of cores
when necessary.
The Bossier Formation is the lower and down-dip, fine-grained marine basal
section of the Cotton Valley Group that are characterized as shalier prodelta and basinal
sequences. Efforts have been made to correlate the different zones in the Mississippi
Cotton Valley with the Shuler and Bossier formations in Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas,
but major differences in sediment sources and depositional patterns make those
correlations difficult (Oivanki, 1997). The shaly Bossier Formation extends southward
into northeastern Louisiana (Mancini et al., 2002), but does not have any occurrence in
central Mississippi (Moore, 1983). Thus, this paper will consider the Cotton Valley
Group in the northeastern MISB to consist entirely of the Schuler Formation.
9

The base of the Cotton Valley is picked as the first occurrence of anhydrite
sediments of the Haynesville/Buckner Formation, but sometimes directly overlies
carbonates and/or oolitic, pseudo-oolitic limestones from the Smackover Formation, or
evaporites from the Louann salt (Dinkins et al., 1968). In this study, the “true” base of the
Cotton Valley is determined to be equivalent to the top of the Haynesville formation. The
Haynesville consists mostly of anhydritic sand, shale, and limestone, and can be clearly
distinguished from the overlying homogeneous shaly deposits of the lower Cotton Valley
(Sydboten and Bowen, 1987). The Upper Cotton Valley deposits also grade from coarsergrained, graveliferous red sandstones in the north to very fine-grained clastics with some
lignites in the south (Sydboten and Bowen, 1987).
The top of the Cotton Valley is generally picked as the first massive shale at the
base of the overlying transgressive sand of the Hosston Formation, but this selection may
be subjective (Oivanki, 1997). Log characteristics and changes in sample characteristics
have been the most definitive way to consistently pick the top of the Cotton Valley. The
contact between the top of the Cotton Valley Group and the overlying Lower Cretaceous
units is generally sharp and unconformable and can be identified in wireline logs. In most
cases, the Hosston changes from red beds into a transitional continental/marine sequence
of red and gray shales intermixed with some lightly cemented sands (Blackwell, 1997).
The downdip limit of the Cotton Valley Group has not been defined by drilling yet and
there are no exposures of the strata at the surface (Bartberger et al., 2002).

10

Depositional Environments
According to Moore (1983), the major source of sediment in east-central
Mississippi within the study area are from fluvial-deltaic systems, interdeltaic systems,
and barrier bar systems (Figure 4). Fluvial deltaic deposits are where sandstone bodies
tend to form well-developed sand bars at the mouths of distributary channels (Scheihing
and Atkinson, 1992). Altman (1975) concluded the Cotton Valley depositional
environments to be alluvial-deltaic in the lower Cotton Valley and more coastal
environment in the Upper Cotton Valley.
In eastern and western Mississippi, the Cotton Valley consists of coarse
siliciclastic sediments and becomes increasingly conglomeritic in updip areas (Mancini et
al., 2002).These areas can indicate where ancient rivers emerged. In western Mississippi,
the source was probably from the ancestral Mississippi River, whereas the source of
sediment for the eastern area were probably from the Appalachian Mountains, as
mentioned above. Interpretations of depositional environments are based on well data
from wireline logs, correlation, and (although not used in this study) three-dimensional
seismic data (Scheihing and Atkinson, 1992).
The Dorcheat was deposited in a littoral, neritic shelf environment in an
unrestricted area during the time of transgressive sea level rise. The supply of coarse
clastics from nearby sources are for the most part finer grained (Dinkins et al., 1968). The
amount of shale and sand indicate the presence of the littoral zone and is believed to be
where the better Cotton Valley production is found.

11

Figure 4. Schematic map of Cotton Valley depositional systems in Mississippi
(Moore, 1983)

Transgressive-Regressive Cycles
Sequence stratigraphy of the Jurassic and Cretaceous units on the passive
continental margin of the northern Gulf of Mexico tend to reflect the complex interaction
of sea level, climate changes, sediment supply, and tectonics (Mancini and Puckett,
2005). Transgressive-regressive (T-R) cycles are typically comprised of an early
transgressive or aggrading phase, a late transgressive (backstepping) phase, an early
regressive (infilling) phase, and a late regressive (forestepping) phase, yet not all T-R
cycles include all four phases (Mancini and Puckett, 2002). As the Gulf of Mexico basin
continued to open, a series of transgressive-regressive events deposited marine clastic
sediments that comprised the bulk of formations in the Gulf of Mexico Basin.
Figure 5 shows the Upper Jurassic – Lower Cretaceous transgressive-regressive
cycles in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico, which are based on interpretations from
seismic reflections, wireline logs, and well core data (Mancini and Puckett, 2005). Three
T-R cycles (T-R J1, T-R J2, and T-R J3) were recognized in the Jurassic to Lower
Cretaceous strata of the northern Gulf of Mexico. This study is primarily concerned with
the regressive infilling phase from the T-R J2 cycle, and the transgressive backstepping
phase from the T-R J3 cycle, which occurred during the time of Cotton Valley deposition.
During the Late Jurassic, base level continued to rise and resulted in a marine flooding
event with deposition of interbedded shallow marine shale and limestone beds.
With a change in accommodation space and an influx of sediment supply during
the Late Kimmeridgian and Tithonian, interbedded marginal marine shales and
sandstones from the upper Haynesville Formation and marginal marine shale and coastal
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Figure 5. Absolute ages, chronostratigraphic units, lithostratigraphic units, and transgressive-regressive cycles of the Jurassic section
in the northern Gulf of Mexico
(Mancini and Puckett, 2005)

plain deposits of the Shongaloo Member accumulated in the basin (Mancini and Puckett,
2005). Following the end of the regressive phase of the T-R J2 cycle, a rise in sea level
began the T-R J3 phase. This transgressive backstepping interval resulted in the
deposition of marine shelf shale beds of the Dorcheat Member, followed by a marine
flooding event during the Berriasian (which is the regressive infilling interval of the T-R
J3 cycle). The transgressive phase or upward deepening section from the T-R J3 cycle is
separated from the regressive phase or upward shallowing section of the T-R J3 cycle by
a sequence boundary, which can be seen on electric wireline logs (Mancini and Puckett,
2005). The change from a regressive infilling phase and transgressive backstepping phase
is an important boundary to identify between the T-R J2 and T-R J3 cycle, as it is a
transition from the Shongaloo Member to the Dorcheat Member of the Upper Cotton
Valley and largely represents the depositional history of these units in the study area.
These T-R cycles were identified by correlating Gamma Ray (GR) and
Spontaneous Potential (SP) signatures in adjacent wells across the study area. For
subsurface strata, well log responses were used to determine discontinuities by
identifying: (1) a change from higher to lower GR response, and/or (2) positive to
negative SP log response (Mancini and Puckett, 2005). Gamma ray logs detect the natural
gamma radiation from radioactive minerals in the rock formation, primarily uranium,
thorium, and potassium. Sandstones commonly consist of quartz, which is
nonradioactive. Thus, sandstones would have a low GR response, and shales would have
a high GR response. A transgressive backstepping interval can be seen as an overall
increase in GR response or more positive SP log response (bell-shaped or fining upward
trend) from the top of a discontinuity in log pattern to the base of a maximum flooding
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surface. Alternatively, a regressive infilling interval can be seen as an overall decrease in
GR response or more negative SP log response (funnel-shaped or coarsening upward
trend) from the top of the maximum flooding surface to the base of a discontinuity.
Figure 6 is a type log of the Amoco Mary Trotter #1 well in Jasper Co. that was
used to represent the SP log signatures for the sequence boundary between the
transgressive-backstepping (T-R J3) and regressive-infilling (T-R J2) phase. As shown in
the Mary Trotter #1 well, the regressive-infilling phase shows an overall decrease in SP
response (more negative), and the transgressive-backstepping phase shows an overall
increase (more positive) SP response. The infilling interval generally consists of a series
of coarsening upward stacking patterns (Mancini and Puckett, 2005). The alternation of
sandstone and mudstone created by a transgression and regression is important because
hydrocarbons accumulate in the pore spaces of sandstone and become trapped by
impermeable mudstone. By identifying the sequence boundary where there was an abrupt
change in lithology, important pay zones may be identified in the Upper Cotton Valley.
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Figure 6. Type log of transgressive-regressive sequence boundary in the Upper Cotton Valley
(Oivanki, 1997)

Cotton Valley Production in the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin
The first hydrocarbon discovery of the Cotton Valley in Mississippi was in 1958
in Soso Field, located in southwestern Jasper County in east-central Mississippi
(Champlin, 1997). The Gulf Oil Corporation well was drilled to a Total Depth (TD) of
19,040 feet below sea level, and initially produced less than 50,000 BO from the interval
approximately 15,000 feet below sea level (Oivanki, 1997). The eastern part of the MISB
has had greater success for Cotton Valley oil production than the western part as a result
of abundant sands from deltaic deposits draining the Appalachian uplift to the north and
northeast (Sydboten and Bowen, 1987).
The Cotton Valley is a very thick and extensive group that contains several
porous and permeable sandstone units and discrete, interbedded shales (Moore, 1962).
There may also be (Knowles) limestone associated with the siliciclastics in the shallower
zones of production from the Cotton Valley Group, but this is mostly limited to westcentral Mississippi. As seen in Figure 7, the Jurassic (Oxfordian) high salinity carbonate
petroleum system of the Smackover Formation is the primary petroleum source rock for
the Cotton Valley reservoir in the MISB.
The Cotton Valley Group is locally affected by several structural elements
characterizing the Gulf Coast region. This area, like most of the Mississippi Salt Basin, is
inundated with salt domes that have pierced overlying layers within a few thousand feet
of the surface. The Gulf of Mexico was tectonically active during the Jurassic period due
to movement of the underling Louann Salt. Extensional forces and faulting in the salt
basin creates pathways for the oil and gas to migrate into the overlying reservoir, and the
structural and stratigraphic traps allow the oil and gas to accumulate.
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Figure 7. Oil petroleum systems within the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin
(Huffman et al., 2004b; Pitman, 2010)

The predominant trapping mechanism in the MISB is a structural anticline
associated with different styles of faulting like those seen from salt ridges (Diamond
Field), anticlines (Waynesboro Field), or in fault blocks of larger Cretaceous salt
structures (West Heidelberg Field, West Yellow Creek Field). Most of the wells with
high pay sands are in fields associated with faults ranging from 100-1,700 feet of slip and
are likely an extension from the Pickens Fault Zone. The strike of faults in the MISB are
associated with deep-seated salt domes and do not exhibit a consistent regional
alignment, as the fault graben-type systems are generally localized over each dome
(Hughes, 1960). These structural changes are important to note, since most of the salt
piercement domes in the MISB are likely to produce accumulations of hydrocarbons
along their flanks. Cotton Valley sands may also terminate against piercement salt (East
Waynesboro Field), which are important stratigraphic traps for hydrocarbons. Other
stratigraphic traps can occur when the Cotton Valley interval thins to the north (updip) in
the eastern part of the basin (Childers, 1997). Additionally, as sand intervals pinch out
into shale intervals, there may be an indication of a stratigraphic trap.
Bryan Field (Sec. 23-26, T10N, R10W, Jasper and Jones County, Mississippi) has
Jurassic-Cretaceous age turtle structures (sedimentary anticlines) that have produced oil
in the Cotton Valley (Oivanki, 1997). In the deeper parts of the basin, salt and turtle
structure development are likely to occur because of the thick evaporite sequence within
the Haynesville-Buckner section (Oivanki, 1997). Any deposition after this sequence will
result in a turtle structure in the Cotton Valley and bedded salt beneath it. In Bryan Field,
this type of sequence is not present, unlike most of the other turtle features in the basin.
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Immediately downdip of the peripheral fault system are low amplitude salt ridges
in Bay Springs Field (Sec. (Sec. 26, 27, 34, 35, T2N, R10E) and Waldrup Field (Sec. 7,
T1N, R12E, and Sec. 12, T1N, R11E). Production in these fields are from the Bay
Springs sand, which is an informal name given to a distinct clastic interval of Jurassic age
in east Mississippi that is stratigraphically equivalent to the Lower Cotton Valley massive
Pink Sandstone facies of the lower Shongaloo Member (Aultman, 1975). This sand was
predicted to have delta deposition representing delta destructive sands such as bars,
barrier bars, beaches, and distributary mouth bar finger sands (Aultman, 1975).
Wells in McNeal Field (Sec. 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, T2N, R11E) produced
from the McNeal sand, which is an offshore bar or beach sand underlying the Bay
Springs Sand just above the top of the Haynesville-Buckner carbonates. Immediately
overlying this sand is a thin limestone which forms the seal for the reservoir (Barton,
1975). Although this field does not have strong exploration efforts, it does exhibit good
production in the Cotton Valley as a secondary productive interval for drilling in the
Smackover-Norphlet oil reservoir (Barton, 1975).
Further downdip, medium amplitude salt ridges are present, like those seen in
Maynor Creek Field (Kaufmann, 1997). Maynor Creek Field (Sec. 28, 33, 29, T8N,
R7W, Wayne County, Mississippi) produced from a simple closure located on the
upthrown side of a west-dipping, small scale fault, but 85% of the production came from
a south-plunging anticlinal nose with reservoir sands pinching out across the structure
(Childers, 1997).
Production of hydrocarbons on higher amplitude salt ridges and turtle structures
can be found in in Reedy Creek and Crawford Creek Field (Kaufmann, 1997). Tallahoma
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Creek Field (Sec. 22, 27, T8N, R12W, Jones County, Mississippi) produced from the
Upper Cotton Valley sandstone oil reservoir, which overlies a low-relief turtle structure
(White, 1997). As of 2017, cumulative production from the three present wells in this
field (#1 Moffett, Johnson #1, and Posey #1) are 1.44MMBO, and 0.71 MCFG. No
further prospects have been developed since these wells were drilled (in the early 1990’s)
because of the field’s overall poor reservoir quality (White, 1997).
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) assessed the undiscovered oil and gas
resources in Jurassic and Cretaceous strata of the onshore areas of the Gulf of Mexico
region. This assessment is based on geologic elements of a total petroleum system, which
include hydrocarbon source rocks (source maturation, hydrocarbon generation and
migration), reservoir rocks (sequence stratigraphy and petrophysical properties), and
hydrocarbon traps (trap formation and timing) (Eoff et al., 2015b). The Cotton Valley
Assessment Units (AU) in Mississippi consist of the “Cotton Valley Updip Oil”, “Cotton
Valley Peripheral Fault System Oil and Gas”, “Cotton Valley Tight Sandstone Gas”, and
“Cotton Valley Downdip Oil and Gas” (Figure 8). Based on this assessment, all of the
counties within the study area produce from the Cotton Valley Downdip Oil and Gas AU,
which are primarily fluvial-deltaic and marine origin (Eoff et al., 2015b). The southern
boundary of the AU corresponds to the approximate downdip limit of sandstone, where
oil and gas accumulations are associated with low-amplitude salt structures along the
basin margins (Eoff et al., 2015b).
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Figure 8. USGS Cotton Valley Assessment Units in Mississippi
(Eoff et al., 2015a)

CHAPTER III - METHODS
Study Area
The primary areas of interest are located in the northeastern part of the MISB,
which include Covington, Jasper, Jones, Smith, and Wayne counties (Figure 9). These
counties were selected because they have the highest success of Cotton Valley production
compared to the western part of the MISB (Oivanki, 1997). Only the parts of the county
that were included in the MISB “outline” were included in this study. This dataset
includes a total of 5,257 wells within the study area.
Data Collection
Examination of all available well data and wireline electric logs resulted in the
selection of 94 fields and 784 wells within the study area that reached the top or
completely penetrated through the base of the Cotton Valley. From this data set, there
were 253 oil and gas wells that produced from the Cotton Valley.
Well Logs
Available digital well logs, mudlogs, core reports and scout cards1 were collected
from the Mississippi State Oil and Gas Board (MSOGB), which is an online database that
has updated information for every well drilled in Mississippi. Well logs are measures of
the physical properties of the rock surrounding a well. Wireline logs are recordings from
instruments that are lowered into a borehole that measure different rock properties while
drilling or after drilling. Spontaneous Potential (SP) induction logs measures lithology of
the rock (porosity and qualitative permeability), which can indicate whether the rock

1

A brief report about a well from the time it is permitted through drilling and completion. A scout card
(also called scout ticket) typically includes the location, total depth, log runs, production status, and
formation tops (Pirie, 2017).
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Figure 9. Location map of the study area and Cotton Valley wells in the northeastern Mississippi Interior Salt Basin
(DrillingInfo, 2017; Huffman et al., 2004b; MARIS, 2017)

formation is a shale or sandstone. This was the primary electric log used for correlating
sequence boundaries in the Upper Cotton Valley. Gamma ray logs were used to identify
the shaliness of the formation when the SP curve was ineffective. Mudlogs record
lithology and were calibrated to use when both the SP and GR curves were ineffective.
Additionally, the mudlogs were used to identify oil and gas shows in the section.
Well and Production Data
Well information on surface location, current operator, total depth, producing
reservoir, and production data were obtained through an academic use agreement with
DrillingInfo. Well production data included initial production, average (oil, gas, water)
production, and cumulative (oil, gas, water) production. Remaining information such as
API oil gravity, perforations, tops, latitude and longitude, and elevation datums from
producing wells were found on the MSOGB. Venture Oil & Gas, Inc. also provided well
data and base maps for the geologic mapping software. Well data is listed by county in
Appendix A, and cumulative production is listed by county in Appendix B.
Geologic Mapping Software
IHS Petra® was used to manage, manipulate, and visualize geological data to
generate subsurface maps and cross sections. Well data and production data were
imported as ASCII files into the mapping software using the North America 1927 datum.
All well locations within the study area and overlay files (including state outlines, county
outlines, township and section grids) were provided by Venture Oil & Gas, Inc. A WSN
(Well Sequence Number) list was created to differentiate wells in the study area that
penetrated the Cotton Valley from those that were not deep enough, which was done by
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filtering out wells by their TD values. Once all of these wells were identified and added
to the aforementioned WSN list, SP and GR raster images were calibrated for each well.
Cross Sections
Defining each informal unit in the Cotton Valley Group was important in the
preparation of stratigraphic cross sections (Sydboten and Bowen, 1987). Most of the tops
for each unit were subjective and selected based on previously reported tops on scout
cards or by correlating tops with nearby wells of known depths. Some wells in the study
area did not have an assigned top either because the unit was faulted out or there was not
a discernable contact from the wireline log. Each cross section used a 2-inch or 5-inch SP
and GR log to correlate the top of the Cotton Valley, the Upper Cotton Valley, Lower
Cotton Valley, the T-R J2 and J3 sequence boundary, and the top of the Haynesville
Formation (used for the isopach maps). In some areas, productive sands local to a field
were correlated, such as the Bay Springs Sand in Jasper and Smith County.
The SP log for each well was digitized (-160 to 45 mV) and the geocolumn
shading and interpretative fill options were used to display sand and shale intervals
between adjacent wells. All of the regional stratigraphic cross sections were flattened on
the top of the Cotton Valley to use as a horizontal datum to show the changes in thickness
across the study area. To simplify each cross section, the wells are shown with a constant
spacing, so the distance between each well is not to scale.
Structure Maps
Structure maps were generated by calculating subsurface depths for the top of the
formation of interest within each well and contouring the depth value from a grid
algorithm in Petra and manually editing the contours. Structure contour lines were drawn
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in Petra and exported as shapefiles to use as overlays in ArcMap® software by ESRI. Salt
ridges were drawn manually in Petra by tracing their location from a physical survey map
(HLK, 1967) and exporting the salt layer as a polyline shapefile to use in ArcMap.
All of the layers in ArcMap were geo-referenced to the North American 1983
geographic coordinate system so that each layer could be accurately projected. Table 1 is
a list of all the shapefiles that were downloaded from online data sources.

Table 1 Shapefile References
Shapefile

Reference

Mississippi Interior Salt Basin
Well Locations
County Boundaries
State Boundaries
Cuba and Mexico Boundaries
PLSS (Township and Sections)
Cotton Valley Assessment Units
Oil Petroleum Systems
Salt Structures
Structural Features
Streams and Water Bodies

(Huffman et al., 2004b)
(DrillingInfo, 2017; MARIS, 2015)
(MARIS, 2017)
(MARIS, 2017)
(GADM, 2017)
(MARIS, 2017)
(Eoff et al., 2015b)
(Pitman, 2010)
(Pitman, 2009)
(Huffman et al., 2004b)
(Huffman et al., 2004a)
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Isopach Maps
Isopach maps were generated in Petra by computing the difference in feet
between the top and base of the formation of interest. This was done for the Cotton
Valley Group (top of the Cotton Valley to the top of the Haynesville), the Upper Cotton
Valley (top of the Cotton Valley to the top of the Lower Cotton Valley), the Dorcheat
Member (top of the Cotton Valley to the top of the T-R J2 and J3 sequence boundary),
and the Shongaloo Member (top of the T-R J2 and J3 sequence boundary to the top of the
Lower Cotton Valley). Net sand intervals in the Upper Cotton Valley were calculated by
manually picking sand intervals and computing the sum of net sands within each
member. For consistency, all of the selected intervals were chosen by marking the
inflection point for the top and bottom of each sand interval where the SP response
showed at least 50% sand. These values were posted at each well and were contoured to
make a net sand isopach for the upper Dorcheat and lower Shongaloo Members
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CHAPTER IV – RESULTS
Cotton Valley Production in the Study Area
To date, cumulative production in the northeast MISB is 76.3 MMBO, 43.4
BCFG, and 128.9 MMBW. Figures 10-12 show the cumulative oil (BBLS), gas (MCFG),
and water (BBLS) from each producing Cotton Valley well in the study area. Production
values are classified by equal intervals and symbol size is based on the magnitude of oil,
gas, or water production. Not all the production data was available for every field or
every well, so those symbols are not represented in the figure. Cumulative field
production (Figure 13) is represented by pie symbols at the center of each field, which
indicates the proportion of cumulative oil and gas produced in each field. There are 52
fields (excluding wildcats) and 253 wells in the study area with established Cotton Valley
production. Field production values are listed alphabetically in Table B.1 in Appendix B.
Figure 14 is a contoured API1 gravity map for Cotton Valley wells in the study
area, which includes gravity values obtained during initial production tests. Gas
condensate is greater than 50 degrees, light crude oil is from 31.1 to 50 degrees, medium
crude oil is from 22.3 to 31.1 degrees, and heavy crude oil is less than 22.3 degrees (Pirie,
2017). Gravity values in the study area ranged from 18 to 60 degrees. On the map, the
heavier gravity oils (< 25) are dark green, medium crude oils (26 - 30) are forest green,
light crude oils (31 – 49) are light green, and gas condensates (> 50) are pink to red.

1

American Petroleum Institute (API) developed a specific gravity scale for measuring
relative density of various petroleum liquids, expressed in degrees (Pirie, 2017)
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Figure 10. Cotton Valley cumulative oil production in the study area
(DrillingInfo, 2017)

Figure 11. Cotton Valley cumulative gas production in the study area
(DrillingInfo, 2017)

Figure 12. Cotton Valley cumulative water production in the study area
(DrillingInfo, 2017)

Figure 13. Cotton Valley cumulative field production in the study area
(DrillingInfo, 2017)

Figure 14. Contoured API gravity map
(MSOGB, 2017)

County Production
Covington County
There are 10 fields and 37 wells that penetrated the Cotton Valley in Covington,
Co. that lie within the study area (Figure 15). From this dataset, there are six fields and 26
wells with established Cotton Valley production. Well data for Covington Co. is in Table
A.1 in Appendix A, and cumulative production data for Covington Co. is listed in Table
B.2 in Appendix B. Within the study area, Covington Co. produced a cumulative of 8.40
MMBO, 10.89 BCFG, and 432,919 BW from the Cotton Valley Group. The most
productive field in Covington, Co. is Collins Field with a cumulative production of 7.24
MMBO, 9.13 BCFG, and 342,581 BW. The most productive oil and gas well in
Covington Co. is McQueen et al 30-12 #1 (Sec. 30, T8N, R14W), which produced a
cumulative of 1.85 MMBO and 2.87 BCFG from the Upper Cotton Valley Oil & Gas
Pool.
Jasper County
There are 17 fields and 226 wells that penetrated the Cotton Valley Group in
Jasper, Co. that lie within the study area (Figure 16). From this dataset, there are 11 fields
and 76 wells with established Cotton Valley production. Well data for Jasper Co. is in
Table A.2 in Appendix A, and cumulative production data for Jasper Co. is listed in
Table B.3 in Appendix B. Within the study area, Jasper Co. produced a cumulative of
34.48 MMBO, 22.20 BCFG, and 86.7 MMBW from the Cotton Valley Group. The most
productive field in Jasper Co. is Bay Springs with a cumulative production of 20.17
MMBO, 11.04 BCFG, and 59.18 MMBW. The most productive oil well in Jasper Co. is
T.M. Sims et al #1 (Sec. 34, T2N, R10E), which produced a cumulative of 3.05 MMBO
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Figure 15. Field names and surface location of Cotton Valley wells in Covington County
(DrillingInfo, 2017; Huffman et al., 2004a; MARIS, 2017)

Figure 16. Field names and surface location of Cotton Valley wells in Jasper County
(DrillingInfo, 2017; Huffman et al., 2004a; MARIS, 2017)

from the Lower Cotton Valley Oil Pool, and the most productive gas well is Stringer Unit
30-16 #1 (Sec. 30, T1N, R11E), which produced a cumulative of 2.52 BCFG from the
Upper Cotton Valley oil pool. Wells in the Bay Springs Field (Sec. 26, 27, 34, 35, T2N,
R10E) produced from the Bay Springs Sand, which is the informal name given to a sand
unit (Aultman, 1975) that is equivalent to the “Pink Sandstone” facies of the Lower
Cotton Valley.
Jones County
There are 20 fields and 136 wells that penetrated the Cotton Valley Group in
Jones, Co. (Figure 17). From this dataset, there are 14 fields and 59 wells with
established Cotton Valley production. Well data for Jones Co. is in Table A.3 in
Appendix A, and cumulative production data for Jones Co. is listed in Table B.4 in
Appendix B. Jones Co. produced a cumulative of 16.17 MMBO, 14.63 BCFG, and 16.16
MMBW from the Cotton Valley Group. The most productive field in Jones Co. is Reedy
Creek Field with a cumulative production of 6.22 MMBO, 6.94 BCFG, and 7.82
MMBW. The most productive oil and gas well in Jones Co. is Smith Terral et al #2
(Sec.10, T9N, R11W), which produced a cumulative of 1.30 MMBO and 1.92 BCFG
from the Cotton Valley Oil Pool.
Smith County
There are 19 fields and 126 wells that penetrated the Cotton Valley Group in
Smith, Co. that lie within the study area (Figure 18). From this dataset, 7 fields and 37
wells with established Cotton Valley production. Well data for Smith Co. is in Table A.4
in Appendix A, and cumulative production data for Smith Co. is listed in Table B.5 in
Appendix B. Within the study area, Smith Co. produced a cumulative of 5.82 MMBO,
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Figure 17. Field names and surface location of Cotton Valley wells in Jones County
(DrillingInfo, 2017; Huffman et al., 2004a; MARIS, 2017)

Figure 18. Field names and surface location of Cotton Valley wells in Smith County
(DrillingInfo, 2017; Huffman et al., 2004a; MARIS, 2017)

5.26 BCFG, and 8.57 MMBW from the Cotton Valley Group. The most productive field
in Smith Co. is Tallahala Creek Field with a cumulative production of 4.10 MMBO and
4.58 BCFG. Most of the production from Tallahala Creek Field produced from the Bay
Springs Sand, which is a sand facies of the Lower Cotton Valley. The most productive oil
and gas well in Smith Co. is E. M. Lane Brown #1 (Sec. 5, T1N, R9E) which produced a
cumulative of 1.84 MCFG from the Cotton Valley Oil Pool.
Wayne County
There are 28 fields and 259 wells that penetrated the Cotton Valley Group in
Wayne, Co. (Figure 19). From this dataset, 14 fields and 55 wells have established Cotton
Valley production. Well data for Wayne Co. is in Table A.5 in Appendix A, and
cumulative production data for Wayne Co. is listed in Table B.6 in Appendix B. Wayne
Co. produced a cumulative of 11.39 MMBO, 5.02 BCFG, and 17.07 MMBW from the
Cotton Valley Group. The most productive field in Wayne Co. is Diamond Field with a
cumulative production of 4.04 MMBO, 1.46 BCFG, and 7.96 MMBW. The most
productive oil well in Wayne Co. is Blakely #1 (Sec. 17, T9N, R6W), which produced a
cumulative of 1.10 MMBO from the South Upper Cotton Valley Oil Pool, and the most
productive gas well is Board of Education #1 (Sec. 16, T8N, R9W), which produced a
cumulative of 577,120 MCFG from the Cotton Valley Gas Pool.
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Figure 19. Field names and surface location of Cotton Valley wells in Wayne County
(DrillingInfo, 2017; Huffman et al., 2004a; MARIS, 2017)

Structure Maps
Figures 20 and 21 show the structural configuration of the Cotton Valley Group
across the study area. The Cotton Valley Group in Mississippi regionally strikes NW-SE
and dips NE-SW. The top of the Cotton Valley Group ranges at depths approximately
10,000-19,500 feet subsea and the base of the Cotton Valley Group ranges depths
approximately 12,000-20,500 feet subsea. Both maps showed filled contours with a
contour interval of 500 feet. Figures 22 and 23 overlay the structure contours with well
locations in each county to define field control. Most of the fields are centered around
structural features, which are shown by closed contours. In some wells, such as those in
the southwest corner of Covington Co., the base of the Cotton Valley was not penetrated,
so depth values in this area were limited. Structure contours were drawn using the
location of salt ridges as control points, such that an offset of several hundred feet
generally indicated the presence of salt (from uplift or erosion) or faults, which had likely
displaced the Cotton Valley strata between adjacent wells.
Figure 24 is a map of salt features (ridges, salt stock, turtle structures) and
structural contours for the top of the Cotton Valley. This shows that there is some
influence on the structural configuration of the top of the Cotton Valley due to salt
activity. Figure 25 is a map of salt features and structural configuration of the base of the
Cotton Valley. This shows that the base of the Cotton Valley is more heavily influenced
by salt activity and salt piercement. In some cases, the salt uplifted the Cotton Valley
sands by hundreds of feet, which is shown by the closely spaced contour lines.
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Figure 20. Structural trend for the top of the Cotton Valley Group
Depths are in feet below sea level

Figure 21. Structural trend for the base of the Cotton Valley Group
Depths are in feet below sea level

Figure 22. Top of the Cotton Valley structure map and well locations
(DrillingInfo, 2017)

Figure 23. Base of the Cotton Valley structure map and well locations
(DrillingInfo, 2017)

Figure 24. Top of the Cotton Valley structure map and salt features
(HLK, 1967; Pitman, 2009)

Figure 25. Base of the Cotton Valley structure map and salt features
(HLK, 1967; Pitman, 2009)

Isopach Thickness Maps
Figure 26 shows the thickness of the Cotton Valley from the top of the Cotton
Valley to the top of the Haynesville. This map only includes wells with the full section of
the Cotton Valley. In some wells, the base was faulted out or eroded, so they were not
included in the isopach map. Most wells located in the southwest corner of Covington
Co. did not penetrate through the base of the Cotton Valley, so thickness values in those
areas were limited. Typical Cotton Valley thickness ranges from approximately 500 feet
to 4,300 feet thick, with the thickest sections downdip.
Figure 27 is an isopach map for the Upper Cotton Valley Group, which is from
the top of the Cotton Valley to the top of the Lower Cotton Valley. Upper Cotton Valley
thickness ranges from about 500 feet to about 3,500 feet thick. The thickest Upper Cotton
Valley section is in the northwest part of the study area and gradually thins to the
southeast. The Lower Cotton Valley Group was not mapped primarily because it was
mostly sand and was not the main focus of this study. Figure 28 is an isopach thickness
map for the Dorcheat Member, and Figure 29 is an isopach thickness map for the
Shongaloo Member. Dorcheat thickness ranges from about 100 feet to 1,300 feet thick,
with the thickest section in northwest Smith Co. Shongaloo thickness ranges from about
150 feet to 1,650 feet thick, with the thickest sections also being in northwest Smith Co.
Figure 30 is a net sand isopach map for the Dorcheat Member and Figure 31 is a
net sand ispach map for the Shongaloo Member. Net sand in the Dorcheat range from 50
to 275 feet thick, and net sands in the Shongaloo range from 50 to 700 feet thick.
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Figure 26. Thickness isopach map of the Cotton Valley Group across the study area

Figure 27. Thickness isopach map of the Upper Cotton Valley Group across the study area

Figure 28. Thickness isopach map for the Dorcheat Member

Figure 29. Thickness isopach map for the Shongaloo Member

Figure 30. Net sand thickness isopach map for the Dorcheat Member

Figure 31. Net sand thickness isopach map for the Shongaloo Member

Cross Sections
Figure 32 shows the locations of the stratigraphic cross sections from Figures 3339. In the regional cross sections, sandy intervals are yellow, and shaly intervals are
brown. In the net sand cross sections, the sand intervals for the upper Dorcheat Member
are shaded yellow, and the sand intervals for the lower Shongaloo Member are shaded
purple. The digitized SP and GR curve (Figure 42) are colored red and displayed in Track
1 on a grid.
According to Sheihing and Atkinson (1992), correlation sections that will be used
for establishing sandstone body geometry should be based on a depositionally flat datum,
such as marine shale bed or another stratigraphic marker. The top of the Lower Cotton
Valley (base of the Shongaloo Member) shale (also the “Middle Cotton Valley” shale)
was used to correlate the base of the Upper Cotton Valley. No wells from Covington Co.
were used in the cross sections because most of the wells did not include the complete
Upper Cotton Valley section.
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Figure 32. Thickness isopach map for the Upper Cotton Valley and location of regional cross sections

Figure 33. Regional stratigraphic cross section A – A′

Figure 34. Regional net sand stratigraphic cross section A – A′

Figure 35. Regional stratigraphic cross section B – B′

Figure 36. Regional net sand stratigraphic cross section B – B′

Figure 37. Regional stratigraphic cross section C – C′

Figure 38. Regional net sand stratigraphic cross section C – C′

Figure 39. Regional stratigraphic cross section D – D′

Figure 40. Regional net sand stratigraphic cross section D – D′

Figure 41. Regional stratigraphic cross section E – E′

Figure 42. Regional net sand stratigraphic cross section E – E′

CHAPTER V – DISCUSSION
Interpretation of Depositional Environments
Based on previous literature, the depositional systems for the Cotton Valley in the
study area include fluvial-deltaic systems, delta-destructive and barrier bar systems, and
interdeltaic systems. When available, lithologic descriptions from mudlogs were used to
help verify these depositional environments within the study area. When mudlogs or
cores were unavailable, wireline log characteristics were used to identify sandstone body
types (Scheihing and Atkinson, 1992). The boundaries for these depositional systems
differ from the ones proposed by Moore (1983) because there is more sufficient well
control for correlations and isopach maps. Figure 43 shows the proposed depositional
boundaries for the Upper Cotton Valley in the study area.
Net sands in the Shongaloo Member are thickest in the north-central part of the
study area (in Jasper Co.) and gradually thin into shales to the southeast. Dorcheat net
sands were thickest in the northwest part of the study area (in Smith Co.) and gradually
thin into interbedded shales to the southwest. This may suggest a depocenter shift to the
northwest when sea level reached its maximum during the Tithonian. In 1968, Dinkins
noted that basinward thickening of the Shongaloo Member was due to the presence of
younger beds at the top of the Shongaloo from a possible series of toplap surfaces in a
sequence stratigraphic framework. This may be an indication of terminated strata against
the overlying Dorcheat member, which may have been initiated by non-deposition or
erosion during the transition from a regressive infilling phase to the transgressive
backstepping phase.
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Figure 43. Proposed depositional systems for the Upper Cotton Valley in the study area

The destructive deltaic, barrier bar sediments are separate from the fluvial-deltaic
sands and were presumably reworked by wave and longshore currents from western
Alabama during and after deposition. The maximum sand body configuration is parallel
to depositional strike and forms a broad sand sheet laterally in the southeastern part of the
study area (Moore, 1983). Deposition of barrier sandstones show considerable changes in
thickness as a result of sediment accumulation rates and the rate of subsidence within the
basin (Scholle and Spearing, 1982).
The net sand isopach maps for the Dorcheat and Shongaloo Members show the
least amount of sand in the southeast along strike from Covington County to central
Wayne County. Minor amounts of sand typically indicate interdeltaic or lagoonal
environments, which are typically at the forefront of deltaic deposits and are positioned
between the delta and barrier bar systems.
A mudlog was available for the Shongelo 27-11 #1 well in Shongelo Creek
(Figure 44), where lithologic descriptions2 were used to correlate and define the
sandbody types in adjacent wells. Most of the Dorcheat Member consists of interbedded
light pink and white sandstones that are very fine-fine grained, subangular-subrounded,
and unconsolidated. Shales are red-brown to gray, sandy and silty micaceous and
calcareous, and gray-brown dense lime with calcareous cement. The Shongaloo Member
consists mostly of light pink, medium-fine grained unconsolidated, sub-angular to
subrounded sand grains that are partly argillaceous and calcareous with traces of asphalt.
There is also some red-brown-tan dense lime with red-brown silty-sandy micaceous and

2

Standard abbreviations for lithologic descriptions can be found at
http://www.sutlog.com/Lithology%20abbreviations.pdf
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Figure 44. SP curve and mudlog lithologic descriptions from the Shongelo Creek 27-11
#1 well in Shongelo Creek in Smith County. Oil shows are highlighted yellow
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calcareous shales. The blocky, sand rich character of the SP log indicates a fluvial-deltaic
environment of deposition.
A mudlog was available for the SSFUZUB 28-7 #1 well in Soso Field in Jasper
County (Figure 45). Most of the Dorcheat consists of marine shale, red-purple mottled
argillaceous mudstones, and intervals of slightly to non-porous sandstones. There were
no oil shows in the Dorcheat from this well. The Shongaloo Member consists of fine to
medium grained porous to non-porous sandstones (with some oil shows in the upper
Shongaloo), calcareous sandstones, sandy marine micaceous shales, and ochre
mudstones. This indicates predominately interbedded shales and comparatively minor
amounts of clean sandstone intervals, which correspond to a lagoonal/interdeltaic
environment of deposition. Notice that there are not as many oil shows in this type of
environment.
Previous literature from core sample findings, such as one from the L.R. Posey #1
Well in Ellisville Field, Jones Co., Mississippi (Oivanki, 1997) indicate a prograding
delta with longshore current destruction. Net sand isopach maps indicate lateral shifting
leading to the development of a delta-destructive system in the southeastern part of the
study area. A mudlog was available for the Stallworth 20-12 #1 well from a Wildcat Field
in Wayne County (Figure 46). Most of the Dorcheat consists of moderately cemented
white, clear, fine grained silty sandstones with tight - poor porosity and permeability.
There are multiple oil and gas shows and traces of asphalt in the Dorcheat. The
Shongaloo consists primarily of well cemented white, clear, slightly calcareous quartz
and mica sandstones. There are also traces of chlorite, siderite, and asphalt shown in the
Shongaloo, with few gas shows.
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Figure 45. SP curve and mudlog lithologic descriptions from the SSFUZUB 28-7 #1 well
in Soso Field in Jasper County. Oil shows are highlighted yellow
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Figure 46. SP curve and mudlog lithologic descriptions from the Stallworth 20-12 #1
well in a Wildcat Field in Wayne County. Gas shows are highlighted blue and oil shows
are highlighted yellow
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Production Trends
Production of oil and gas in the study area was analyzed to determine any possible
relation between thickness of net sand in the Dorcheat and Shongaloo Members by
overlying the cumulative field production maps and net sand isopach maps. Contour
thickness values were recorded for fields with the highest cumulative production of oil or
gas (Bay Springs in west Jasper Co., Collins Field in northeast Covington Co., Reedy
Creek in northeast Jones Co., Tallahala Creek in east-central Smith Co. and Diamond
Field in northwest Wayne Co.). From these results, Collins Field is located where the
Dorcheat and Shongaloo net sands are 50-75’ thick. Bay Springs Field is located where
the Dorcheat net sands range from 100-175’ thick, and Shongaloo net sands range from
400-500’ thick. Reedy Creek is located where Dorcheat net sands are 100-175’ thick, and
Shongaloo net sands are 200-300’ thick. Tallahala Creek Field is located where the
Dorcheat net sands are 100-175’ thick and Shongaloo net sands are 375-500’ thick.
Diamond Field is located where Dorcheat net sands are 75-125’ thick and Shongaloo net
sands are 125-400’ thick.
API gravity is an important parameter or classification, as it impacts its value and the
quality of its yield. In general, API gravity of 40 – 45 degrees generate the highest market
prices, and any oils with API gravity greater than 45 tend to be less desirable to
refineries. The density of crude oil is largely determined by facies of the source rock,
rather than temperature and time of maturation. Based on the contoured oil gravity map,
oil gravity tends to increase downdip (lighter oils) and generally increases with increasing
maturity. API gravity is also important, as it can be used to calculate how many barrels of
crude can be extracted from a metric ton (Pirie, 2017).
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Petroleum Traps
Sandstone body types like the Cotton Valley are potential stratigraphic traps for oil
and gas, where sandstones are replaced updip by lagoonal shales and are overlain by
marine shales (Scholle and Spearing, 1982). Stratigraphic traps consist of a reservoir bed
that is overlain and underlain by sealing shales. The reservoir terminates updip by a
lateral facies change into an impermeable shale, which forms a stratigraphic trap
(Schowalter and Hess, 1982). This paper attempts to identify some potential locations for
updip stratigraphic traps in the Upper Cotton Valley.
The following cross sections are located in fields that have potential for stratigraphic
traps based on production trends, fluvial-deltaic depositional environments, and thinning
sand units updip with pinchouts of clean sand intervals into impermeable shale units.
Each cross section has a proposed well location where there are the best indicators for
clean sand pinchouts and productive intervals in the Dorcheat and Shongaloo Members as
well as known perforations and oil shows (in green) in each well. Index maps show the
structure contours of the top of the Cotton Valley (in red) and salt ridge locations (in
blue).
Local cross section A – A′ (Figure 47) is located in Smith County. The CurrieMiddleton #1 well in Shongelo Creek Field produced in the Lower Cotton Valley at 14,908 – 14,960 feet and had an API gravity of 42 degrees. The B H Middleton #1 well
in Shongelo Creek Field produced in the Shongaloo Member at -14, 818 – 14,844 feet
and in the Lower Cotton Valley at -14,988 – 15,008 feet and had an API gravity of 47
degrees. The Matthews #1 well in Bowling Creek Field produced in the Smackover but
has possible production potential in the Cotton Valley. The Sorey #1 well in Lorena Field
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Figure 47. Local stratigraphic cross section A – A′ in Smith County

produced in the Shongaloo at -13,806 – 13,812 and had an API gravity of 45 degrees with
oil shows in the Dorcheat from -12,795 – 12,821 and in the Shongaloo from -13,798 –
13,812 (OA). The structure contours for Figure 44 indicate that the Shongelo Creek wells
are located on the flanks of a salt ridge, which creates a structural trap for hydrocarbon
accumulations. Bowling Creek Field is in a structural low, where the top of the Cotton
Valley is around -12,941 feet, and the top of the Cotton Valley in other wells from the
same cross section are around -12,350 – 12,450 feet. This is an example of a combination
structural-stratigraphic trap, where the shale acts as a seal for a stratigraphic trap and salt
acts as the structure for a structural trap.
Local cross section B – B′ (Figure 48) is located in Tallahala Creek Field in Smith
County. The Fannie James et al unit #3 well produced in the Dorcheat at -14,017 –
14,045 feet and had an API gravity of 48 degrees. The Orin C James #1 well produced in
the Lower Cotton Valley at -15,218 – 115,256 feet and had an API gravity of 49 degrees
with oil sands in the Dorcheat at -14,050 – 14,072 feet. The James Everett well produced
in the Lower Cotton Valley at -15,181 – 15, 187 and -15, 216 – 15,226 feet and had an
API gravity of 42 degrees. The McMullan-Hancock 4-3 #1 well produced in the Dorcheat
at -14,131 – 14,139, and in the Shongaloo at -14,668 – 14,675, and -14,746 – 14,756 with
an API gravity of 45 degrees and residual oil shows in the Shongaloo from -14,264 –
15,004 overall (OA). The index map in Figure 45 shows that Tallahala Creek Field is
located on the flanks of a salt ridge (in blue), which creates a structural high (around 13,500 to 13,950 feet) for the first two wells in local cross section B – B′. This creates a
combination structural-stratigraphic trap for potential hydrocarbons at the proposed well
locations.
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Figure 48. Local Stratigraphic Cross Section B – B′ in Smith County

Local cross section C – C′ (Figure 49) is located in Wayne County and is less
shaly in the Shongaloo than other sections that have been done in the study area. The
Gray Edna E #1 well located in Waynesboro Field produced in the Smackover and the
Lower Cotton Valley at -13,326 – 13,345 and had oil shows in the Shongaloo from 12,816 – 12,970 (OA). The Robinson Roy M #1 well in Waynesboro Field produced
from the Shongaloo at -12,500 – 12,512 feet and an API gravity of 30.4 degrees. The
Henderson #1 well in Diamond Field produced from the Shongaloo at -12,033 – 12,043
feet and -12,320 – 12,334 feet with an API gravity of 41 degrees and oil shows in the
Dorcheat from -11,706 – 11,708 and in the Shonaloo from -11,802 – 12,457 (OA). The M
H Hall Etal #1 well in Chaparral Field produced in the Dorcheat at -11,506 – 11,512 feet
and an API gravity of 37 degrees.
Along this cross section from Waynesboro Field to Chaparral Field, the top of the
Cotton Valley structure depth becomes increasingly more shallow updip. This cross
section did not cut across any salt features, as the trend of the structure contours and
defined field limits are essentially parallel to the adjacent salt ridges (in blue).
Additionally, there was increasingly more sand downdip and more shale present updip.
This indicates a possibility for a combination structural-stratigraphic traps in the Upper
Cotton Valley in this part of the study area.
Further reconstruction of the depositional facies, geometry, and trend would be
useful to determine locations for exploration and exploitation. Additionally, a quantitative
interpretation of oil shows can be done to determine the limits of an oil and gas
accumulation and help further explore the producible reserves of a continuous phase oil
or gas reservoir (Schowalter and Hess, 1982).
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Figure 49. Local Stratigraphic Cross Section C – C′ in Wayne County

Considerations
An important variable controlling the amount of oil recovered from a field is the
degree of geological heterogeneity, which can be influenced by structural and
stratigraphic traps. Structural complexities, such as faults and subsurface structures, can
increase the porosity of the reservoir, which increases the possibility of accumulating oil,
especially if the structures are sealed. However, faults can also discontinue reservoirs in
thinner, lower net-to-gross intervals within channelized systems (Bailey et al., 2002). The
most significant factor for fault-related influence on reservoir connectivity is the
dimensionality and scale of the reservoir in relation to displacement along faults (Bailey
et al., 2002). Thus, identifying faults within a reservoir may indicate areas of
accumulation if there are seals present or a thick, high net-to-gross interval in a laterally
extensive reservoir (Bailey et al., 2002). However, given the size of the study area, this
was beyond the extent of this project. But because of the salt structures and numerous
growth faults present in the MISB, these factors should be considered.
Most of the well logs used in this study were collected from the Mississippi State Oil
and Gas Board (MSOGB), which is an online database that provides digital images of
scout cards and well logs to the public. However, not all the wells had the same log types
available or were of good quality. Therefore, the extent of wells selected for each map
and cross section were limited by the type of log available. Well data was also collected
from the MSOGB and Venture Oil & Gas, Inc., which sometimes varied for each well,
based on the operator. Some of the formation tops that were collected from either source
did not always constitute the same depth, which can lead to some subjectivity in the
production of subsurface maps or picks on a cross section. Since the top of the Cotton
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Valley marker is sometimes undiscernible on an electric log, these picks were subjective
and subject to review.
Lastly, there have been proposed and active wells drilled in the Cotton Valley within
the study area since all of the well and production data was collected in September of
2017. Thus, all of the well and production data collected after this date are not included in
this study.
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CHAPTER VI – CONCLUSION
As mentioned in the Moore (1962) paper, favorable areas for Cotton Valley
production include the southern parts of Smith and Jasper Counties, and the northern part
of Covington, Jones, and Wayne Counties. The favorable Cotton Valley trend is limited
to the south by depth (proportional to drilling costs) and in other directions by a change in
lithology (Moore, 1962). According to Scheihing and Atkinson (1992) the highest
potential for oil and gas in deltaic deposits are in the distributary mouth bar complexes
and transgressive barrier bar sands, which supports potential drilling locations in Smith
and Wayne Counties. The general upward coarsening character of distributary mouth bars
tend to produce sandstone bodies with the greatest permeability at the top, and general
upward fining character of distributary channel sandstone tend to have the greatest
permeability at the base (Scheihing and Atkinson, 1992). This suggests that the upward
fining transgressive backstepping phase of the Dorcheat has the highest permeability at
the base of the unit, and the upward coarsening regressive infilling phase of the
Shongaloo has the highest permeability at the top.
Trapping oil and gas in the Gulf Coast is typically done by locating structural
features such as piercement salt domes and growth faults, and drilling on the flanks
where hydrocarbon accumulations may be trapped. Alternatively, prodelta and
interdistributary mudstones in deltaic sediments provide both source beds and reservoir
seals for hydrocarbon accumulations (Klein, 2012). When a delta undergoes a channel
shift, the delta is abandoned and subject to destructive history (Klein, 2012), which is
indicative of a transgressive barrier bar system of deposition, which is seen in the
southeastern part of the study area. The fluvial-deltaic deposits of the Cotton Valley are
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found in the north-northwestern part of the study area, and interdeltaic sediment is seen at
the delta front in the central part of the study area along regional strike.
Based on previous literature, net sand isopach maps, and lithologic descriptions of
three cores in Smith, Jasper, and Wayne counties, the three depositional environments
were proposed for the study area in the northeastern Mississippi Inteiror Salt Basin: (1)
fluvial-deltaic in the northeastern part of the study area, (2) interdeltaic/lagoonal, and (3)
transgressive barrier bar.
These suggest that (1) nonmarine siliciclastic deposits draining from the
Appalachians were deposited in a fluvial-deltaic environment along the coast of the
ancestral Gulf of Mexico, (2) there was a lower energy, interdeltaic/lagoonal environment
consisting of predominately interbedded shales and sandstones beyond these deposits
(basinward), and (3) there was a barrier bar separated from the coastline by a lagoon.
The importance of understanding the depositional environment of a sedimentary
unit is to help reconstruct the history of a sedimentary basin, as well as identifying
potential areas where hydrocarbon accumulations may occur. Especially in deltaic
sediments, where the highest potential for oil and gas exploration is in the distributary
mouth bar sand complexes and transgressive barrier bar sands. The knowledge of the
history of the MISB and the use of transgressive-regressive sequences, as recognized in
well-log signatures, is ultimately to discover combination structural and stratigraphic
traps and specific reservoir facies in a transgressive-regressive sequence.
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APPENDIX A – WELL DATA
Table A1. Covington County Well Data

Table A2. Jasper County Well Data

Table A2. (continued)

Table A2. (continued)

Table A2. (continued)

Table A3. Jones County Well Data

Table A3. (continued)

Table A4. Smith County Well Data

Table A4. (continued)

Table A4. (continued)

Table A5. Wayne County Well Data

Table A5. (continued)

Table A5. (continued)

Table A5. (continued)

Table A5. (continued)

APPENDIX B – PRODUCTION DATA
Table B1. Field Production in the Cotton Valley
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Table B2. Covington County Production Data
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Table B3. Jasper County Production Data
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Table B3. (continued)
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Table B3. (continued)
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Table B3. (continued)
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Table B4. Jones County Production Data
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Table B4. (continued)
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Table B5. Smith County Production Data
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Table B5. (continued)
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Table B6. Wayne County Production Data
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Table B6. (continued)
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Table B6. (continued)
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Table B6. (continued)
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Table B6. (continued)
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